The supergravity solutions to various p-branes are presented and typically it breaks one quarter of supersymmetry except for the D1 brane case, where it breaks one half of supersymmetry and are manifestly non-relativistic in nature. The symmetries that the solutions enjoys are that of space and time translations, rotations, boosts but without any scaling and special conformal transformations except for p = 3. We have also constructed supersymmetric non-relativistic cascading solutions to intersecting D3 and D5 branes on both the singular as well as on deformed conifold, where the D5's are wrapped on the S 2 of the Calabi-Yau i.e. the analogs of Klebanov-Tseytlin and Klebanov-Strassler solutions and the supersymmetric non-relativistic M2 brane solution.
Introduction
Recently, the gauge-gravity duality has been proposed to understand the strongly coupled behavior of a very specific field theory [1] , [2] , [3] , which is reviewed in [4] and is further reviewed for non-conformal field theories in [5] . It is plausible that the same prescription may even hold to understand the behavior of strongly coupled electrons for example in condensed matter physics. Now, in order to apply it, we need to construct a dual gravitational system that possesses the required symmetries. For the present case the symmetries are that of the non-relativistic symmetries i.e. the Schrodinger symmetry. The generators associated to such symmetries are that of translational invariance of both space and time coordinates, rotation, boosts, scaling invariance and a special conformal invariance. In this context, there have been some proposals put forward and one such example, with the necessary symmetries, for which the metric takes the following form
was suggested in [6] and [7] . It is interesting to note that this particular choice to metric preserves all the symmetries of Schrodinger group but only when the exponent, z, takes a specific value that is for z = 2. Moreover, it is suggested that when the exponent takes such a value, it is dual to systems of cold atoms. Away from this value of the exponent, there won't be any special conformal symmetry, however, the other generators of the Schrodinger group will be there for z = 2. This solution has been successfully embedded in 10 dimensional string theory in [8] , [9] and [10] but only for z = 2. It is important to emphasize that, unfortunately these extremal solution do not preserve any supersymmetry and hence it is not a priori clear the stability of such solutions. In earlier studies, [11] and [12] have made attempts to construct and understand the gravitational systems dual to quantum critical points, which obeys the relativistic conformal symmetries. Based on such suggestions, generically we may expect that such solutions should preserve some amount of supersymmetry at the critical point from the stability point of view. In [13] , it is reported that there exists solutions that preserves different amount of supersymmetry depending on the choice of the manifold i.e. the choice of the 5-dimensional metric in the direction perpendicular to D3 brane world volume. The explicit form of the solution (in their notation) 
where f (X 5 ) is an eigenfunction of the Laplacian constructed on the 5-dimensional manifold X 5 and required to obey −∇ 2 X 5 f = 4(z 2 − 1)f.
For z = 2, the D3 brane solution preserves 1/4 supersymmetry for X 5 = S 5 and when X 5 is any other Sasaki-Einstein spaces like T 1,1 , Y p,q or L p,q,r etc., it preserves 1/16 supersymmetries.
It is interesting to note that this is not 1 the only kind of supersymmetry preserving D3 brane solutions for z > 2, there also exists another class of solution with the structure [14] 
where both the 1-form C and the function h are defined on the CY 3 , with the metric ds 2 = dr 2 + r 2 ds 2 (SE 5 ), and are expected to obey
These objects are taken as
such that, the 1-form β and the function f ′ obeys
with the eigenvalue µ = λ(λ + 2), k
In fact when z = 4 and h = 0, this solution has been originally presented in [9] . This way of generating solutions has been generalized to Calabi-Yau 4-folds as well [14] , in particular for the M2 branes.
In another context several gravitational descriptions has been given which do admit the non-relativistic symmetry group but without the special conformal generator and boost generator in [15] and this is being interpreted as systems exhibiting Lifshitz-like behavior. This has been generalized to any arbitrary but even dimensional spacetime [17] using a better choice of coordinate system [16] and in [18] , the gravitational system has been constructed with two explicit dynamical exponents, in [21] the 1/N behavior of [15] is studied and in [22] , the finite temperature behavior of it. The thermodynamic properties has been studied in [19] and the N-point correlation functions [20] of eq (1) .
The other properties of the Galilean algebra and its supersymmetric version has been studied in [29] and the effect of Lorentz violations in quantum field theory in [30] .
In the application of solution generating techniques like NMT [23] , [24] and TsT [9] have been applied to several systems like that of Sakai-Sugimoto model in [25] and some more systems in [26] , [27] and [28] . While applying the solution generating technique in particular, NMT to Type IIA theories, we generate solutions where the non-compact part of the metric and that of the form fields depends on the trigonometric functions [25] and [26] and because of this the separation of variables in the equations of motion to the minimally coupled scalar field is not possible. This is mainly due to the the presence of spheres of even dimensionality and such spheres cannot be written as a fibration over a complex projective space. However, we can avoid the appearance of the trigonometric functions in the metric components along the non-compact directions as well as in the form fields by writing down topologically, the space transverse to the brane directions as
As an example, for D4 branes we can write the metric along the directions perpendicular to brane as
instead of ds 2 = dr 2 +r 2 dΩ 2 4 , where the S 1 is defined by w and has the periodicity w = w+2π. Taking such a choice of topology makes a change in the power of the radial coordinate r that appear in the harmonic function.
In this paper, we shall generalize the construction of [9] and [14] to construct spacetimes that do not admit a Calabi-Yau 3-fold, in particular, we shall generate supersymmetric solutions for coincident Dp branes for which p takes value 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Moreover, we shall write down the precise form of the 1-form C, for each case.
This will be further generalized to construct solutions for which the Calabi-Yau is not any more singular, i.e. which is not of the following form
As a specific example we shall construct solutions on the deformed conifold, where we shall take a bunch coincident D3 branes extended along the non compact directions and another bunch of coincident D5 branes that are wrapped on the S 2 of the deformed conifold and extended along the four non-compact directions. Even though the exact form of such one form C is non-trivial to find, however, for this particular example we have got the solution to eq(5).
In generating solutions as stated in the previous paragraph, we shall assume that the function h, that appear in [14] takes a simple value, h = 0 and shall construct the 1-form C, for which it obeys the condition d ⋆ 9−p dC = 0
for both Type IIA/IIB theories. The solutions for the examples that we have studied preserve 1/4 supersymmetry. It is interesting to note that the supersymmetry preserving criteria do not fixes either the form of C or h, whose structure has to be fixed only by solving the equations of motion to fields. When the spacetime do admit a singular Calabi-yau 3-fold, one can define a 1-form C, following [14] C
where J is the Kahler form of the CY 3 and the function Φ is defined on the CY 3 . Imposition of the condition eq(5) results in
where α is a constant. Now, let us assume that for other cases where the solution do not admits a CY 3 , for example that in the Dp brane case there exists an analogous equation
where C = y(r)β. It is easy to convince one-self that this equation is solved for y = r 2 for whichα is constant, and the geometry for the 9 − p dimensional space is ds
or eq (9) . However, if we take the geometry of 9 − p dimensional space as
which is the transverse part of the spacetime for a non-extremal solution to Dp branes in IIB supergravity, then for any power law like solution to y(r) = r n , do not makesα a constant. Hence, in the non-extremal case it is expected that it will be more complicated to find the one form C. But, unfortunately we have not yet solved the complete set of equations of motion.
Also, we shall present the non-relativistic supersymmetry preserving solutions for Dp branes as well as for M2 brane, for which the 1-form C vanishes but not the function h as defined in eq(4) for D3 brane case. In general, we may write down such a metric for Dp branes in Type IIB as
with appropriate fluxes and matter fields. The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we shall give a prescription for the construction of the non-relativistic solution for a bunch of coincident Dp branes in Type IIB theory and in the subsections of this section, we shall write down the solutions case by case and examine its supersymmetry. In section 3, we shall give the prescription for Type IIA and then in the subsections, we shall write down the solutions explicitly case by case and examine the supersymmetry preserved by it. In section 4, we shall construct the non-relativistic solution for a bunch of D3 and D5 branes on the singular Calabi-Yau, that is the conifold. In section 5, we shall resolve the singularity and find the solution for a smooth Calabi-Yau that is for the deformed conifold and in section 6, we shall write down the solution for M2 brane for which the 1-form C vanishes but not the function h and then in section 7, we shall present the symmetries preserved these solutions and discuss some of the drawbacks of such solutions in section 8 and finally conclude in section 9. Results of the computation of spin connections and the 1-form C in Cartesian coordinates are presented in the appendices.
The Prescription
The prescription to generate non-relativistic supersymmetry preserving solution (with h = 0) in Type IIB theories is by following two simple step procedure, however such a simple prescription may not work for the case where there is intersection of branes, for completeness one may have to check all the equations of equations of motion explicitly. But before going over to those steps, first one need to rewrite the solutions with relativistic symmetries in terms of the light cone directions, which is defined using the time like coordinate and one spatial non-compact direction along the brane. Let us rewrite the solution to N coincident Dp branes of type IIB, following [31] ,
The steps are: (1)first step is to replace
where C is a 1-form defined on the directions perpendicular to the brane directions, which means the metric along the world volume directions, up to a conformal factor becomes
(2) Second step is to add an extra piece to the p + 2-form field strength
The imposition of the Bianchi identity, dF p+2 = 0, gives us the restriction that is
using the fact that
2 We use a different normalization for the fluxes and the solutions in this paper are all written in Einstein frame.
For our simple choice of one kind of coincident branes, the equations of motion to the F p+2 form field is
Now, using the relation between the dilaton, Φ and f as written in eq (17), and solving equations of motion of the flux gives the condition on the 1-form C
whether the ⋆ is taken with respect to the 9 − p dimensional Ricci flat metric
For D3 branes one need to put the extra condition that is the self duality constraint on eq (20) with respect to the changed metric. From the first step, eq (18) , there follows a symmetry transformation under which the combination dx − + C remains invariant
for some Λ defined over eq (25) . The dilaton equations of motion do not give anything new and the rest of the equations of motion that of the metric components need to be checked explicitly on a case by case basis.
For completeness, The examples that we shall consider are D1 branes, D3 branes and NS5/D5 branes.
The supersymmetry transformation
The supersymmetry preserving conditions for Type IIB are given by the vanishing condition of dilatino 27) and that of the gravitino
Using two Majorana-Weyl spinors ǫ L and ǫ R , we can rewrite
D1 branes
The explicit form of the solution after following the above prescription and checking the equations of motion to metric components explicitly, for a bunch of coincident D1 branes, which are electrically charged
where f 0 is a constant, and σ i 's are the SU(2) left invariant 1-forms.
Upon computing the dilatino and gravitino variation using the spin-connections as written in eq(104), with the choice
requires the following condition on the spinor
From which it follows that the above solution of D1 brane breaks one half of the supersymmetry. The form of the spinor
where the spinor ǫ(R 8 ) is defined over the flat R 8 , and the S 7 part of it is described as a U(1) fibration over CP 3 . The expression to, 1-form C, is presented in Cartesian coordinates in eq(123) and eq(124).
Solution with h = 0
The D1 brane solution with h = 0 but with C = 0
To avoid the cluttering of trigonometric functions, we shall use a short hand notation:
where the function h(S 7 ) is defined on S 7 and the solution preserves 1/2 of the supersymmetry with the condition on the spinor as Γ + ǫ = 0
D3 branes
In this case the solution is given in [9] and [14] for all Calabi-Yau's of the singular type,
, but for completeness we shall present the result for a specific five dimensional SE 5 manifold that is for S 5 and with z = 4. The exponent z = 2 + λ, and λ is taken from the form of C = σr λ β. The solution is
We shall check the supersymmetry preserved of this solution only in the near horizon limit where we shall drop "1" from the harmonic function f , for simplicity of the calculation. The computation of the dilatino variation, using the spin-connections eq(108), do not give any information and the gravitino variation gives
Hence the non-relativistic D3 brane solution breaks one quarter of supersymmetries. The Γ 11 is defined
the form of the Killing spinor is
where the spinor ǫ(R 6 ) is defined over the flat R 6 , but written in spherical polar coordinate system. The S 5 of it is written as U(1) fibration over the CP 2 . It may be noted that the negative sign that we get in the right hand side of eq(37) is due to the choice of signs that appeared in the five-form flux. The expression to, 1-form C, is presented in Cartesian coordinates in eq(120) and eq(124).
Solution with h = 0
The D3 brane solution is already presented in [13] , let us present it, for completeness
where the function h(S 5 ) is defined on S 5 and the solution preserves 1/4 of supersymmetry with the conditions on spinor as
NS5 branes
The form of the magnetically charged solution, in this case in Einstein frame is
The magnetically charged solution to D5 branes can be generated by S-dualising the above solution and reads as
In order to check the supersymmetry preserved by this solution, which we shall do only in the near horizon limit. Let us take a choice
For which the supersymmetric conditions for the near horizon solution to D5 brane may suggests the following condition on the spinors
where the Γ + matrix is defined on the tangent space and ǫ is the spinor for the relativistic theory. Let us check that by doing explicit computation.
Let us check explicitly the supersymmetry preserved by the above solution. The dilatino variation equation using eq(112), gives the condition
The gravitino variation gives
and the form of the spinor is ǫ = e log r 8
where ǫ 0 is a constant spinor. From this it just follows that the non-relativistic D5 brane breaks one quarter of the supersymmetry. The expression to, 1-form C, is presented in Cartesian coordinates in eq(117) and eq(124).
Solution with h = 0
The D5 brane solution
where the function h(S 3 ) is defined on S 3 and the solution preserves 1/4 of supersymmetries and the conditions on spinor are
3 Type IIA solutions
In this section we shall try to generate solutions with even value of p to Dp branes i.e. in Type IIA theory. As before, if we want the 1-form C to still obey eq(5) then we need to deform the 9 − p dimensional space transverse to the brane directions even though it is still Ricci flat. The prescription is that, we shall take the 9 − p dimensional space to be the direct product of a 8 − p dimensional space and S 1 . For this particular choice, we can very easily define the 1-form C. As even dimensional spheres cannot be written as U(1) fibration over the complex projective spaces. Now, in order to have a non-relativistic solution with the condition eq(5), let us proceed as follows. Let us take the ansatz to the solution as before but with a simple modification to the topology of metric transverse to the brane direction as
where the w is the coordinate used to describe S 1 . Imposing the Bianchi identity on F p+2 gives dℓ 2 (r)
and as before the equation of motion of F p+2 form field strength gives eq(5). The only other difference this time is the structure of the harmonic function f (r)
where f 0 is a constant.
Supersymmetric variations
The supersymmetric conditions for Type IIA theory are determined by the vanishing of the dilatino λ and gravitino ψ M variations and are
D2 branes
In this subsection, we shall give the electrically charged solution to D2 branes and write down the explicit structure to 1-form C and it reads in Einstein frame
From the variation of gravitino and dilatino using eq(106), we get the following conditions on the spinor
and the Γ 11 matrix is defined as
From the supersymmetric variation to gravitino and dilatino, it follows that the nonrelativistic D2 brane solution breaks one quarter of the supersymmetry and the form of the spinor, in the near horizon limit ǫ = e 5 8 Log r ǫ(R 6 ),
where ǫ(R 6 ) is defined over the flat R 6 but written in spherical polar coordinate system, where the S 5 is written as a U(1) fibration over the complex projective space CP 2 . It is interesting to see that if take the coordinate w as a non-compact coordinate then the geometry to D2 branes in the string frame do obeys the scaling symmetries as written in eq(98) along with w → w µ , however the four-form flux, F 4 , breaks it.
Solution with h = 0
The D2 brane solution reads
where the function h(S 5 ) is defined on S 5 and the above solution preserves 1/4 of the supersymmetry and the conditions on spinors are
D4 branes
The magnetically charged solution to D4 branes with the explicit structure to 1-form C is
While checking the supersymmetry preserved by the solution, we shall use the near horizon solution. The dilatino and gravitino variation using eq(110) gives the conditions on spinor
Which suggests that the solution breaks 1/4 of the supersymmetry.
In doing the calculation we have defined Γ 11 as
where again the Γ M matrices are defined in the tangent space and the form of the spinor is
Logr × ǫ(R 4 ),
where ǫ 0 is a constant spinor and ǫ(R 4 ) is the spinor defined on flat R 4 , which depends on the angles of the S 3 . The metric on S 3 is written as a U(1) fibration over CP 1 .
Solution with h = 0
The D4 brane solution
where the function h(S 3 ) is defined on S 3 and the solution preserves 1/4 of supersymmetry and the conditions on spinors are
D3 and D5 branes on the singular Conifold
In this section, we shall find the solution of D3 and D5 branes put at the singularity of the Calabi-Yau that is the conifold, where the D5 brane is wrapped over the S 2 of it. In order to find supersymmetry preserving solution in 10 dimensional supergravity with a Calabi-Yau, the prescription of [14] is to find a one form object, C, such that it obeys the following equation
where
where σ is a constant and the metric on the Calabi-Yau is that of a cone over a 5 dimensional Sasaki-Einstein base space
Let us take a specific choice to λ = 2, which says µ = 8. For this choice of λ, let us take the Calabi-Yau as the conifold and with the base space is that of T 1,1 . In this case the metric of the T 1,1 is described as [32] 
where the one-forms g i 's are defined as
with
Using the condition that dC is co-closed on the conifold for λ = 2 gives
Let us try to construct a solution in Type IIB on the conifold with ND3 branes as well as MD5 branes where the latter kind of branes are being wrapped on the S 2 of the T 1,1 with the rest of the directions of D5 and D3 branes are extended along x + , x − , x 2 , x 3 directions. The ansatz that we shall take is
,
and substituting it into the equations of motion of, Φ, dilaton gives us the following solution to f (r)
It is easy to check that the ISD conditions on the complex combination of the 3-form fluxes is still there. The equations of motion of F 3 -form flux gets identically satisfied, whereas the H 3 -form flux gives d dr
The 5-form flux, F 5 , gives us the following equations
Using the expression of f (r), results in
, ℓ 2 (r) = 1
and h(r) = 27πα
The equations of motion to the metric components are all satisfied using the following relation that the warp factor satisfies 5h
The convention that we have adopted in finding the Hodge duals is ǫ +−x 2 x 3 r12345 = −1.
It is interesting to note that for M = 0, we reproduced the solution written in [14] for the conifold and for σ = 0, we get back the Klebanov-Tseytlin solution [34] . Moreover, it is interesting to note that σ, neither appeared in the 3-form fluxes nor in the warp factor. So, the deformation of the relativistic solution to generate non-relativistic solution is done in such a way that the three form fluxes, dilaton, warp factor of the final solution do not depends on the deformation parameter σ.
We expect that this is true for any value of λ with the appropriate one-form β which is the eigenfunction of the Laplacian as defined above and still solves the equations of motion of Type IIB, with the same choice of the 3-form field strengths as written in the ansatz.
D3 and Dbranes on the deformed conifold
In this section, we shall find the non-relativistic solution to Klebanov-Strassler configuration [35] and construct the one form C, which is required to satisfy the following condition on the Calabi-Yau
where the metric of the deformed conifold is
where with a slight change of notation we are denoting the radial coordinate as τ in stead of r, and will represent one of the direction perpendicular to the brane direction and the function
Let us assume that the object C takes the following form: C = y(τ )g 5 , and y(τ ) is going to be determined by eq(82). The solution to
where σ is a constant integration. In the following we shall use a notation
Note that this β should not be confused with the 1-form β that is defined in the introductory section. It is interesting to find that theα that is defined in eq(13), vanishes only for the second y(τ ).
Let us consider a configuration of ND3 branes and MD5 branes, where the latter are wrapped around the S 2 of the deformed conifold and extended along the non-compact directions. Now, let us take the following ansatz to the solution
where ′ denotes derivative with respect to τ . With this choice to ansatz the equations that follow from the 5-form flux are
The, Φ, dilaton equation gives
The F 3 form field gives
The H 3 , form field gives
The equation of motion associated to axion, C 0 , is identically satisfied. Upon solving these equations results in
and
The condition eq(82) is used in satisfying the F 5 form equations of motion, especially the last equation of (88). It just follows that the one-form C is independent of whether we have got trivial or non-zero 3-from fluxes.
It is also interesting to note that the ISD condition on the complex combination of the 3-form fluxes is still satisfied and it suggests that the above solution is supersymmetric because with respect to the complex structure of the deformed conifold the complex combination of the 3-form flux is of the type (2,1).
The explicit computations of the equations of motion to metric components can identically be satisfied. In fact the computation of the Ricci scalar from the ansatz to metric says that it is independent of σ and which should be the case.
M2 brane solution
The non-relativistic M2 brane solution with vanishing 1-form C
where h(S 7 ) is defined on S 7 and preserves 1/4 of the supersymmetry and the conditions on spinor are
In the near horizon limit, where we drop "1" in the harmonic function, the solution shows a scaling symmetry and the explicit structure of it looks as
Symmetries
The continuous symmetries of the above solutions includes the symmetries of the Galilean algebra.
The generators are that of time translation, H, spatial translations, P i , the Galilean boosts, K i , the rotations in the x i plane, M ij , and the rest mass operator, N. The explicit structure to the Galilean boost symmetry transformations is
In fact, this particular structure to Galilean boosts matches with that of in [7] .
The Dp branes for p = 3 break explicitly the scale invariance as well as the special conformal transformations, which means the solutions presented above may be interpreted as the non-conformal Galilean branes. However, for D3 branes with h = 0 and C = 0, the dynamical exponent z equals to 4 and the scaling symmetries acts as [14] r → r µ ,
and the discrete symmetries in this case are that of only x i → −x i but there is no time reversal symmetry because of the intrinsic Galilean symmetric structure. For D3 brane case, with C = 0 and h = 0, there exists a special conformal transformation for z = 2 whose structure is same as written in [7] but with r → 1 r . Also in this case there exists a scaling symmetry [6] , [7] and [13] .
Drawback
Even though the geometries as written above still preserves a fraction of the supersymmetry, but unfortunately the mixing of the compact and non-compact coordinates makes the separation of the radial and angular variables in the equation of motion of the minimally coupled scalar field very difficult. This in turn makes the understanding of the dual CFT from the gravity point of view very difficult.
The equation of motion to minimally coupled massive scalar field
Upon expanding with h = 0, we can re-write it as
where Φ = Φ(r, θ a )e −iωx + −iM x − +ik i x i and i, j represent the non-compact spatial directions along the brane world volume whereas θ a represent the angular directions, perpendicular to the brane world volume and note the appearance of i in the last term. Now if either of the metric components g −θa and g +θa are non-zero and non-trivial functions of the radial coordinate then it would be difficult to solve the equation using separation of variables and hence reading out the dimension of the operator dual to scalar field becomes very difficult. However, as an example, for non-relativistic D3 brane solution as presented in section 2.3, only g −χ is non zero and is equal to −4σ and hence the equations can be solved using separation of variables. In this case, by writing Φ(r, θ a ) = φ(r)Y (θ a ) makes the radial and angular parts of the field to obey
where ♮ is a constant and solving the radial part of the field φ, suggests the operator dual to massive scalar field with dimension ∆ obeys
with the solutions ∆ ± = 2 ± √ 4 + ♮ + m 2 , which are exactly the dimension of the operator dual to a massive scalar field as studied in [37] for AdS 5 but with the square of the mass is ♮ + m 2 instead of m 2 . Analogous to [37] , we can simply read out the BF bound [38] , which is ♮ + m 2 > −4. The solutions for Dp branes are singular at r = 0 as the solutions are not geodesically complete [36] even though the curvature invariants are smooth and we expect that the near extremal solution will cloak the singularity behind the horizon.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented non-relativistic but supersymmetric solutions to various Dp branes. The solutions generically preserves one quarter supersymmetry and the extra conditions on the Killing spinor is
The non-relativistic solution is determined by doing a supersymmetry preserving deformation to the relativistic solution. Generically the structure that does this is of the mixing of the light cone directions dx + and that of the compact direction denoted by 1-form C. The symmetries preserved by the non-relativistic Dp branes, p = 3, are that of space and time translations, boosts and rotations.
It would be very interesting to understand the effect of adding such a term Cdx + to metric from the dual field theory point of view, especially on the superpotential.
The non-relativistic extremal solutions are singular at r = 0 as in the relativistic case and this deformation do not take that away. In the case of solutions constructed on the deformed conifold, the solution is not any more singular as the warp factor do not depends on the parameter σ. However, it would be interesting to understand the nature of tidal forces at the origin following [36] .
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Appendix: The spin-connections
In this section, we explicitly write down the expression to spin-connections that is used in the main text to check the supersymmetry preserved by the solution.
For D1 branes
The spin connections that follows from the tangent space 1-forms are 
where X = 8f +rf ′ 8rf 9 8 and the tangent space 1-forms are 
where X = 5rf ′ +16f 16rf 21 16 . 
